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Abstract. Following Lockwood Morris, a method for algebraically structuring a compiler and 
proving it correct is described. An example language with block structure and side-effects is 
presented. This determines an initial many-sorted algebra#L which is the ‘abstract syntax’ of the 
example language. Then the semantics of L is completely determined by describing a semantic 
algebra M ‘similar’ to L. In particular, initiality of L ensures that there is a unique homomorphism 
Lsem : L + M This is algebraically structuring the semantic definition OII the language. 
A category of flow-charts over a stack machine is used as a target language for the purposes of 
compilation. The semantics of the flow charts (Tsem : T + S) ibs also algebraically determined given 
interpretations of the primitive operations on the stack and store. The homomorphism camp : C + 
T is the compiler which is also uniquely determined by presenting an algebra T of flowcharts 
similar to L. This is algebraically structuring the compiler. 
Finally a function encode :M + S describes ource meanings in tern: 5 d target meanings. The 
proof that the compiler is correct reduces to a proof that encode :M + S is a homomorphism; then 
both camp 0 Tsem and Lsem 0 encode are homomorphisms from L to :S and they must bc: equal 
because there is only one homomorphism from L to S. 
1. Introduction 
The purpose of this paper is to affirm and applaud the advice given by Morris [7,:4] 
at the Second SIGACT/SIGPLAN Symposium on Principles of Px~gramming 
Languages and to correct, refine and complete the example he gave there. 
The goal, :first announced by McCarthy, is to make compilers for high level 
programming languages completely trustworthy by proving their correctness. Morris 
[I241 states his belief (shared by many) that the compiler correctness problem is 
much less general and better structured than the unrestricted program correctness 
problem. 
* An earlier version of this paper appears in Proceedings, Sixth International Colloquium on Automata 
Languages and Programming, Graz, Austria, July, 1979, pp. 596-615. Anot her version will appeat in 
Proceedings, Workshop on Semantics Directed Compiler Generation, Aarhus University, AarhuFl. 
Denmark. 
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The essence of Morris’ advice was that a proof of compiler correctness hould be a 
proof that a diagram of the form’ 
SOUIF~ 
language 
L 
Compile 
Y 
target 
language 
*T 
source 
meanings 
target 
meanings 
commutes; that the corners of the diagram are not just sets but an-e many-sorted 
(heterogeneous) algebras and that the arrows are homomorphisms. 
This paper can be seen as the fourth in the sequence: McCarthy and Fainter [19], 
Burstall and Landin [9] and Morris [24]. At each step the content of (*) has become 
more algebraic and the example source language richer. Ours is not the last step! 
Much can be ‘done to improve the picture, including a thorough analysis of the 
primitives used in the semantics of both source and target languages (along the lines of 
Mosses [26, 271. The correctness proof should be mechanical; but the algebraic 
preliminaries must be further developed. 
Morris observed that the source language, being described by a context-free 
grammar, determined an initial many-sorted (heterogeneous) algebra. This cor- 
respondence is discussed in detail in ADJ [l]; if G is the grammar and N is its set of 
non-terminals, then G is viewed as an N-sorted operator domain where the 
productions are the operator symbols. 7& is the initial G-algebra and its carrier of 
sort A E N is the set of all parse trees from non-terminal A, 
Zecaii that TG being initial means that there is a unique homomorphism from it to 
any other algebra with operator domain G. This is how the top and left side of the 
diagram (*I UC determined; L is TG and IW and T are G-algebras -then y and 0 are 
unique homomorphisms. Initiality is also the method of correctness proof, for if $ 
and E are also hc7momorphisms, then y 0 # = 8 ? E by uniqueness. This is an 
extremely powerful methodology; no ‘structural induction’ is required for the 
definition of the arrows or the proof. 
SO to describe the source semantics (the left side of the diagram) we need only 
define a G-algebra M, that is, carriers corresponding to the non-terminals and 
operations corresponding to the productions. Morris, ‘as a concession to readability’, 
combined the specification of 6 and kZ’s operations in a ‘conventional style of 
recursive function definition, following the notation of Scott and Strachey [29]‘. 
* Morris’ diagram had 6: W + M along the bottom, though in the text he uses E : M + CJ. 
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However we claim the result is not more readable for two reasons; first, combi;ling 
with the definition of 8 is just more notation - 8 is uniquely determined -and, 
second, the algebraic operations (composition, tupling, product, etc.) have not been 
separated out from the ‘local’ operations, those involved with manipula,ting 
environments or ‘adding numbers’. Fw= exanr~~le, for assignment, our semantic line is 
(see (M2)): 
(&)x := M = a! 0 assignx 
where CY : E + E x V (E = environments and V = values) and assign, is the obvious 
function from E x V to E (environments). Were we not being pedantic about writing 
arguments to the left of functions, that line would look even more familiar and 
simpler: 
x :=M (a) = a! * assign,. 
In contrast Morris writes: 
e[x := r]=(haAe. Aw. w = O[x]+ a, e(w)) * O[r] 
where p * 4 = Ax . p(q(x)&q(x)~)! This is an incredible difference. It comes from our 
attempt o isolate the fundamental operationsused in the semantic definitions just as 
Mosses [27] wants to do with his semantic data types. 
Our treatment differs substantially from that of Morris in that we have succeeded 
in making the right-hand side of (*) algebraic. This is what Morris wanted to do, but 
his algebraic model of flow charts was too unwieldy. In particular, we do not see the 
justification for his claim that a semantic homomorphism is determined by specifying 
the etiect of the homomorphism on the individual instructions. Recognizing 
fundamental operations for building up flow charts (Section 5) and uniqueness of 
interpretation (Section 7) are crucially important contributions of Elgot [18]. 
Thus, we take for the target language, an algebra TO of flow charts (actually a 
category) whose operations are things like parallel and serial composition and 
iteration, and whose individual instructions _manipulate a stack and a ‘memory’. The 
semantics of this category of flow charts is uniquely determined by the inter- 
pretations of the flow chart primitives. The semantic target (Uo) is a category 
of meanings for those flow charts (actually an algebraic theory in the seuse of 
Lawvere [18]). 
Then we extract from TO a G-algebra T, defining the operations of Tin terms of the 
operations of T+ (As the TCS referee emphasized, the “‘compiler writer must be 
warned that the extraction of a G-algebra from TO (the true target language) is, in 
fact, the very dilficult work he usually calls ‘compiler design’ or ‘implementation 
choices’ “. It is the essence of compiler construction.) By initiality this gives the 
compile function y: L + T and it also immediately determines an algebra U, extrac- 
ted from UO, and a homomorphism $ frt:m T to U. These arrows are each uniquely 
determined by the interpretations of certain primitives. All that is left is the ‘bottom 
line’, E : M + U. Given the (simple) definition of e from the carrier of A4 to the carrier 
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of u we have to prove that E is a homomorphism, that is, that it preserves all the 
operations of M. Once this is done, the compiler correctness proof is complete for, by 
initiality, y 0 # = 8 0 E. 
As Barry Rosen has pointed out to us, commuting of (*) is not, in it {elf, ‘compiler 
correctness’. T and U could be one-point algebras and ‘y, ~5 and E, the unique 
homomorphisms to those one-point algebras resulting in a commuting square. At 
first look this is somewhat misleading because we should assume that the source 
language (with semantics), 6: L + Ad, and the target language are given. But, as 
indicated above, the algebraic structure of the target language is different from that 
of the source. The process of constructing the compiler consists of extracting an 
algebra T from the target language T,; we could foolishly extract a one-point 
algebra, then U would automatically be a one-point algebra and Rclsen’s point is 
reinstated. 
One possible way around the degenerate case of one-point algebras, suggested by 
Rosen, is to require the encoding (E) to be injective (it is in our case). Then, as Steve 
R’,som has argued [personal communication], commutativity of (*) would say that 
there is a subalgebra of U which is isomorphic to 1M and up to this isomorphism a 
source program and its compiled target program have the same meaning. This is 
certainly a sufficient condition for compiler correctness. Several (including Steve 
Bloom and Barry Rosen) have argued, that it is necessary; you do not want to identify 
semantic objects in a translation of the source language. Two programs with distinct 
semantics must have, at this level of abstraction, distinct target meanings. But is it 
conceivable that distinct program phrases might have the same target semantics. We 
are just not sure at this time that injectivity is necessary. 
Eoth Gaudel [14,15] and Mosses [27] want to present source and (in effect) target 
semantics in terms of abstract data types. Then correctness becomes a property of the 
implementation or representation of the source data type in terms of the target data 
type. Mosses clearly requires this implementation to be injective; it is the part of his 
proof that is as long as ours. 
Although our example language is similar to that of Milner and Weyrauch [22]* 
and Milner [21], our approach is different because we are explicitly avoiding the 
lambda calculus and because their target semantics is interpretive. In another 
treatment, and a concise one also, German0 and Maggiolo-Schettini [161 present a 
compiler from a Limple source language which computes sequence-to-sequence 
partial recursive functions, to a target language which is a modification of Markov 
normal algorithms. Contrary to the approach advocated by Morris and by us, 
seman:Ecs given by German0 and Maggiolo-Schettini is not homomorphic: ‘seman- 
tics consists in a correspondence between syntactic objects (strings of symbols) and 
mathematical objects . . . ‘, But both source and target semantiti could be 
homomorphic and it would be interesting to see how this reformulation would 
change their correctness proof. 
2 Milner [‘ersonal communication J commented on the Milner and Weyrauch [22] proof: ‘ . . . we could 
only think clearly enough to do our proof at all on the machine by structuring italgebraically’ [22, p. 581. 
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Our treatment differs from Morris [24] in one other iess significant respect. We 
make the advice that the starting point for the semantic definition should be an 
abstract data type in the sense of ADJ [2, 31. 
This paper presumes familiarity with many-sorted algebras, categories and alge- 
braic theories, but we hope that it can be read without detailed knowledge of those 
concepts. It is our intention that the example will prove potent enough to convince 
the reader of the importance of the algebraic ideas; that they are worth the 
investment of time and energy to obtain even better uncderstanding. 
2. The underlying data type 
Let C be the following {int, E ool}-sorted signature for integer and Boolean valued 
expressions: 
sir&A = (09 119 sint,int = I-9 Pr, SU}, ‘p* h mt,int int = {+, -, X}, 
c Boo&h = 1% fF), ~Boo,,Bonl = {l}, 2 Bool,Bool Boo1 =b, VI, 
c Bool,int = {evenh sBool.int int = {s, 2, EQ), xint,Bool in< int = {cond}. 
All other &,, are empty. T s,int is the set (or algebra) of integer valued expressions 
and T&Boo1 is the set of Boolean valued expressions. The underlying data type (an 
{int, Bool}-sorted algebra S) for our simple programming language is the abstract 
data type3 determined by the signature C together with axioms E consisting of at least 
(the correctness of these axioms is not at issue for this paper) axi.oms El-E27 below. 
Assuming those axioms are correct (in the strong sense of ADJ [3]), we can take 
Sint = z (the integers) and (for technical reasons) sBOol = [2] = {1,2} (with tts = 2). 
(El) 
(E2) 
(E3) 
(B4) 
(ES) 
(E6) 
(E7) 
(EN 
(E% 
(El()) 
(Eli) 
(El2) 
(E13) 
(E14) 
Pr(Su(x)) = x, 
Su(Pr(x)) = x, 
Su(0) = 1, 
1 (tt) = ff, 
-I (ff) = tt, 
b /\ tt = 6, 
bH=ff, 
bv b’= l(lb A lb’), 
x+0=x, 
x +Su(y) = Su(x + y), 
x--0=x, 
x - Su(y) = Pr(x -- y), 
xX0=0, 
xxSu(y)=(xxy)-+-x, 
(El3 
(El@ 
(E17) 
(E18) 
(El% 
(E20) 
(E21) 
(E22) 
(E23) 
(~24) 
(E25) 
(E26) 
(~27) 
-(x) = o-x, 
cond(tt, x, y) = x, 
cond(ff, x, y) = y, * 
% sx = tt, 
1s 0 = i’f, 
x < y = Su(x~ G Su(y), 
x~y=tt3x~Su(y)=~i, 
xSy =ff * Su(x)ay =ff, 
EQ(x, y) = (x c y) A \y s xl, 
x 2 y = EQ(x, y) v -+ s y), 
even(O) = tt, 
even(l) = ff, 
even(x) = ieven(Su(x)). 
3 See, for instance, [30, 17 or 31. 
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3. The language E 
Our programming language is essentially the one employed by Morris [24]. As 
such, it is a slight enrichment of the language used as an example by Kilner [2 I]. Our 
grammar will have non-terminals ((St), (ae), (be)} for ‘statemenbs’, ‘arithmetic 
expressions’ and ‘Boolean expressions’. The terminals include the symbols in the 
signature C above, plus those other letters in boldface occurring in 1% productions 
below. Further, we assume given a set X of variables or identifiers. 
We list the productions of G giving each a name which we can use in defining the 
semantic algebra. Thus, for example, when G is viewed as aqoperatar domain, 
iftkenelse is an operator symbol to denote a function that takes three arguments of 
sorts (be), (St), (St), respectively, and yields a result of sort (St). Similayly result takes 
two arguments of sort (St) and (ae) and yields a result of sort (ae). 
(W continue 
(L2) X := 
(LIi) ifthenelse 
(L4) ; 
(L5) whiledo 
(r-6) 
(L3 
(L8) 
(LW 
(Lm 
CL1 1) 
(LW 
C 
X 
aopl 
aop2 
cond 
result 
letx 
(L16) 
(L17) 
bc 
prop 
rel 
bopl 
bop2 
60 : : = contimue, 
( 0 ..- 
(it, l * 
- x := (ae) for xEX, 
: : = if(be)then(st)else(st), 
(St) : : = (st);(st), 
( 0 S : : = whiIe(be)do(st), 
(ae) ::= c for C E 2int.A 7 
(ae) ::= x for xCX, 
(ae) ::= aopl(ae) for aop 1 E xint,int 3 
(ae) : : = (ae)aop2(ae!j for aop2 E Zint,intint, 
(ae) ::= ‘if(be)then(ae)else(ae), 
(ae) : : = (st)result(ae), 
(a4 :: = let x be(ae>in(ae) forxEX, 
(be) ::= bc for bee ~Baol,A, 
(be) :: = prop(ae) ffX prop E ~Boof.int 9 
(be) : : = (ae)rei(ae) for rel E ~Ehol,iahint 9 
(b ) : : = bopl(be) 
(bz) : : = (be)bop2(be) 
for bopl E ~Bool,Boolr 
forb@e ~BOO~,BOOIBOOI- 
4. Source langua e semantics, the algebra 
Now we want to define the semantic algebra M. For this we: need the set Env of 
‘environmenfs’, Env = [X + H]. Then the three carriers are: 
Wst) = [Env -o-+ Env], MM = [Env --(r-, Env x .Z], 
M (be) = [Env --o-, Env x [2]]. 
Here [A -+ Bj is the set of (total) functions from A to and [/k~--* B] is the (po)set 
of partial functions from A to B. 
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The definitions of the seventeen operations on M (corresponding to the grammar’s 
seventeen productions) involve certain primitive operations on M’s carriers, includ- 
ing assign and fetch, along with standard (and some not so standard) operations on 
functions such as composition, tupling and iteration. Thus before presenting M’s 
operations we must familiarize the reader with *what is, in effect, our metalanguage 
for giving the definition of M. The reader should be advised that this ‘metalanguage’ 
will be used throughout this paper. 
We first list the primitive operations: 
assignx : Env x Z + Env, 
fetch, : Env + Env x Z, (c)fetch, = (e, (x)e). 
We also have available all the operations ars, for CT E Z, from Section 2; e.g., +s is 
addition on the integers. 
Now for the more general considerations. The set [2] was used in Section 2; [n] is 
the set {1,2,. . . , n}. For both total and partial functions, we will write f: A + B to 
designate source and target, function arguments will usually be written on the left as 
in (a)f, and we will explicitly write 0 for the olperation of function composition whose 
arguments are written in diagrammatic order: if f: A + B and g : B -p C, then 
fog:A-,C.IAistheidentityfunction~~nthesetA(forf:A-,B,lAof=f=~fo1B). 
Given two (partial) functions, fi: A -+ B, define the source tuple, (fl, fi) : A x 
[2-j-B, by 
(a, i)(fi< f2) = (dfig 
Define the sum, fi + f2 : A x [2]+ 33 x [2], of functions fi:A + B for i E [2] by: 
(a, i)(fi +f2) = Wh i). 
If ki: B + B x [2] is the injection sending b E B to (b, i), for i E [I?], then fi + f2 = 
(fi 0 ~1, f2 0 ~2). B X [2] is the disjoint union, sum or coproduct of B with itself, and 
more generally B x in] is the coproduct of B with itself it times (n disjoint ‘copies’ of 
B); hi: B + B x [n] sends b to (b, i), for i E [n]. Context will usually distinguish the 
source of an injection and for &is paper, the target will always be clear. When 
necessary to distinguish sources, we will write t $ : B + B x [n! 
Give a partial function f : A + A x [2], define the iterate, f’ : A -+ A, to be the least 
upper bound (i.e. union) of the sequence f’&’ defined by: 
fO)=O, 
fk+ll = f 0 (,P, lA), 
where 0 is the empty partial function from A to A. Iteration is the lea& familiar 
operation that we use; it replaces the fixeld-point operator (Y) of other semantic 
definitions. Say f: Env + Env x [2] is a function that takes an environment ?, creates a 
new environment e’ and then performs som.e test, giving (e’, 1) if the test is false and 
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(e’, 2) if the test is true. Then the function f : Env-, Env is the function corresponding 
to our %&ion, ‘do f until its test is true’. 
Given (partial) functionsfj: A -B Bi, define the target ugle, [fl, f~] :A + I31 X &, by: 
(U)[fl, f*l= Wfl7 (a)f*)* 
Note that if either fi or f2 is undefined at a, then [ fi, f2] is undefined at a. The 
projection function Fi: A 1 x l * l x A, + Ai takes (al, . . . , u,) to cti. Criven functions 
fi: 4i + Bi, define their product, f 1 x f2 : A1 X AZ + & X B2, by: 
(u*, U2)(fl xf2) = (h)fl, (u2Ifd* 
Paralleling the sum case above, the product of functions is defined’ in terms of target 
tupling and projections: fl X f2 = [TI 0 fl, ~2 ofi]. 
” 
Now for the definitions of 1M’s operations; T, ~1, r2, range over ,lc& ; a, al, 02 
range os’er A4(aej ; and /3, /3 1,fii range over Mtbe). 
continueM= &, 
(Q! )x :=M = Q! 0 assign,, 
(M3) (p, 71, ~2) ifthenekeM= p 0 (71, d, 
(M4) (71, d;M= 71 ’ 72, 
(MS) (p, 7) WhiiedOM= (0 o (7 + &nv))+, 
(M6) 
(M7? 
CM=1 Env x CS, 
XM = fetch,, 
(MW (a)aopl M= (Y o (lEnv x aopld, 
(M9) 
(Ml@ 
(MW 
(M12) 
(al, cY2)a@M= (Yl ’ (a2 x 1E) ’ [?Il, ?r3, w23 ’ (lEnvx aop2d9 
(p, 01, &cOndM= p O h Q2), 
(7, a)resdfM= 7 o a, 
(CQ, C&2)iotxM= fetch, 0 [(w 0 assignx 0 a21 X 1~1 
0 [vl, ~3, ~210 (assign, x Ld, 
(M13) 
(Ml 4) 
tscM=: 1Env x k% 
kdpropM= a ’ (1Env x PropS), 
(Ml% 
(MW 
(M17a) 
(M17b) 
((YE, a2)relM= al ’ (a2 x 1~) a (1Env % r&), 
(Ph!= P O (&2% 4, 
(pl, p2) A M= pl ’ bl, /32), 
(kh:, &) ‘4 M= PI. ’ (/32, &2)* 
The Boolean expressions are treated differently from the arithmetic expressions. 
In the definition of A M, for example, p 1 can give the value false (1) and & wih not be 
evaluated, i.e., could be non-terminating: if (e)& = (e’, 1) (false with new environ- 
ment e’) then (e)& 0 (~1, &) = (e’, 1) independent of &. 
Calling our grammar above, G, we have made 1M = (A&), A&+ &be) > into a 
G-algebra with the seventeen definitions, (Ml-M17). The algebraic semantics for G 
is the unique homomorphism 8: TG + M: 
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5. The target language, To, the (enriched) categwy of 
Our full target language will be a category of flow charts. Morris also used 
flow charts for the target language but his lacked. the algebraic structure that 
we shall describe. This algebraic structure is one of the principal advances that 
we have to offer; it is lacking in previous treatments of the compiler correct- 
ness problem. Further transl ations could be performed on the target language, 
and they could be proved correct. This is because the target language has a clean 
algebraic character. Then the composite translation would immediately (auto- 
matically) be correct by ‘pasting’ commuting squares together. T.his is our answer 
to our TCS referee who asks, ‘but who uses a compiler which generates flow 
charts?’ Even though the flow charts are very close to machine code, we leave it 
to interested parties (the authors included) to carry out subsequent ranslations or 
‘compilations’. 
The referee has also raised the question of why the category of 9ow charts should 
be so general. We will see flow charts with M ‘entries’ and p *exits’, for non-negative 
integers n and p. But the specification of the compiler uses only n, p E {1,2}. This 
criticism is more difhcult to answer. We could argue that if our language mployed a 
conventional ‘case’-statement, then the compiler specification would use all non- 
negative integers rt and p. But the reason is really deeper than that; our category of 
flow charts will havn; semantics in what is a well-known algebraic system, an 
‘algebraic theory’ in the sense of Lawvere [lg]. In an algebraic theory you can take 
two morphisms, one from n to p and one from q to r, take their sum and get a 
morphism from it + q to p + r. And this corresponds to a natural operation on flow 
charts, their ‘parallel composition’. Closure under this operatiokl demands that we 
have all ‘rr -entry, p-exit’ charts. 
We will begin with a general description of the category elf flow charts (arbitrary 
operation symbols) and then, later in this section, specialize to the particular 
operation symbols for operations on stacks and stores. Our definitions of the fpow 
charts and the operations on them are detailed and (we hope) complete. Accom- 
panying each form _a1 definition is an informal description which should be adequate 
for a first reading of the paper. 
So to continue, let 0 be an arbitrary one-sorted signature or operator domain, i.e. 
an indexed family of disjoint sets, (Oi)iewm Viewing 0 as the union of the J2i, we 
associate with the operator domain a ranking function, r~: 0 + o where (a)m = k iff 
u E Ok. 0, is the operator domain .f2 with I adjoined as a symbol sf rank zero, 
i.e., (a,), = 0, u { 1). Below we will fix on a specinc operator domain 0 for our 
language To. 
We now define flow charts, identity charts, and the operations of composition, 
pairing and iteration on flow charts. That these are the essential operations on charts 
is a key contribution of Elgot [lo?. We obtain an enriched category of flow charts 
which is small (a set of objects instead of a proper class) by using the various 
[n], n E o, as the sets of vertices. Eli;ot [ 1 l] and Elgot and Shepherdson [ 121 define a.n 
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equivalent large category and consider the skeletal sma 1 category determined by 
isomorphism classes of flow charts. 
In addition to the operations used in Section 4 (composition, pairing, iteration, 
etc.), we need the following: OA: [0] + A is the unique function from [O” = p) tlo A ; and, 
where A* is the (underlying set of the) free monoid generated by a set 4 andf: A -, B 
is a (total) function, p: A* + B* is the ‘extension’ off which takes a ecitring it 1 l . . a, 
to (a1)f l l ’ (&z)f. 
&ion 5.1. A (normalized) f2,-flow chart from n to p of weight s consists of a 
triple (b, T, I) where: 
begin function b:[n]++g], 
underlying graph T: [s] + [s +p]*, 
labeling function 1: [s] + & 
satisfying the requirement hat l(i)Tl= ((i)l)m,. 
(i)b is called a begin vertex, i E [s] is an internal vertex, i E s + Q] = {s +j lj E [p]} is 
an exit and in particular, s + j is the jth exit vertex. (i)Z is the operation symbol labeling 
the ith internal vertex; by the above requirement it must have rank l(i)~l. Note that 
the exit vertices are not labeled, though the begin vertices are. This makes composi- 
tion of flow charts work well. Let Flon,(n, p) be the set of &-flow chart:.from n to p. 
This definition of flow chart employs the convenient definition of directed ordered 
graph introduced by Arbib and Giveon [7]. To relate to more familiar notions of flow 
charts, say the function T: [s]+ [s +p]* takes k E [s] to kl. 9 l k, E [s +p]*. This says 
that there is an edge from vertex L io each of the vertices ki (i E [u]) and the natural 
ordering on [u] induces the (local) ordering on the edges leaving vertex k. This 
ordering is essential to distinguish between, for example, the ‘true’ and ‘false’ 
branches of 2 binary) test node. 
Definition 5.2. The identity SE,-flow chart from n to n, denoted l,, has weight 0 and: 
begin function Icnl:[nl+Enl, 
underlying graph O[,Q :[0] + [n]*, 
labeling function On,: [0] + 0,. 
Info! mally the 
and thus there is 
identity chart 
no labeling. 
from n to n has n begin vertices which are also exits 
. The composite of &-flow charts, F = (b, 7, 1) from n ‘to p of 
weight s and F’ = (b’, r’, 1’) from p to q of weight s4 is 
s -I-S’ with: 
OF’ from n to q 04 weight 
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begin function bof:in]+[s+s’+q]? 
underlying graph (T 0 f*, T’ 0 g*) : [s i- s’j + [S + S’ + 4]*, 
labeling function (/, I’) : [s + s’] + ii!,, 
where f and g are the following functions 
f = l[sl+b’:[s+-p]+[s+s’+q], 
g = %I + 1 [s’+q, : [s’ * 4-J + [s + s’ + 4-j. 
Informally Fo F’ is obtained by ‘laying down’ F and iF’ ‘end-to-end’ a.nd by 
identifying the p exits of F with the p begin vertices of F’. Note that the labeling 
works here; the labels of the identified vertices are those of iF’ since the exit vertices 
of F are not labeled. At the same time the vertices of F’ ue ‘translated’ (renum- 
bered) by adding s, i.e., a vertex j of F’ becomes s + j in F 0 F’. 
Theorem 5.4. For each n, p E o, let Floa,(n, p) be the set of &-flow charts from n top 
(i.e. FloaJn, p)). Then Flo aI 
“% 
is a category with the nonnegative integers as objects, 
with composition given by Definition 5.3, and with identities (given by Definition 5.2. 
Without identifying it as such, Elgot [lo] describes a category of normal descrip- 
tions over 0 which is essentially the same as Non,, and it is also equipped with the 
operations of pairing and iteration which we now proceed to define. 
Definition 5.5. The pairing or coalesced sum of two &_-flow charts F = (b, T, I) 
from n to p of weight s and F’ = (b’, T’, 11’) from n’ to p of weight J”” is (F, F’) from 
n+n’topofweights+s’where 
begin function Wf, b’og):[n+n’]+[s+s’+p], 
underlying graph (T 0 p, T’ 0 g*) : [S + s’]+ [S + S’ t-p]*, 
labeling function (f, I’) : [S -t- s’] + $I,, 
where 
f = l[sI+O[s’l+ l[p& +p:+s +s’+p], 
g=qsJ+l[,*‘+p~:l~S’+p]+~S+S’+p]. 
Informally, the effect of pairing is to put the two charts F and F’ next to each other 
identifying the p exits of iv with those of F’. 
Proposition 5.6. Pairing of &-flow charts is associative, i.e., 
Vi, (Fz, F3N = WC, F2), F7) 
for Fl, F2, Fs where the pairifig is defined. 
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&n&ion 5.7. For any function f: [n] + [p] we define an associated &_-flow chart f” 
from n to p of weight 0; f* = (f, OcPp, 0~2~). 
The charts f’ are trivial ones which simply allow us to permute or id :ntify exits by 
composition on the right; we already have an example which is the dentity chart, 
1, = l[+ Using these trivial charts corresponding to maps (Defin tion 5.7) and 
coalesced sum or pairing (Definition 5 S), we define the separpted sum of Fi from ni to 
nli (i E [2]) to be t&T chart 
Fl @F2=(Fpf;,Fpf;) 
vvhere fi : [Si f t)ili ] + [Sl + s2 + ml + m2j are the obvious injections for i = 1,2. Irsfor- 
mally FI @’ F2 is the result of laying the two charts side-by-side as is the case with 
pairing, except here there is no identification of exit vertices. 
We want special notation for the flow charts corresponding to certain maps 
(injections); this is notation used for the correspondiing morphisms in algebraic 
theories. First, x:‘)+**.+~~ : ni -, n 1 + l l l + n, is f “, where 
is the injection sending j E [ni] to n I+ l l l + ni-1 + j. Next (actually a special case) 
x~:l-wz is f” where f:[l] [ ] + n sends 1 to i. In general we will not distinguish 
between the n. ups (f, above) and the corresponding charts, x:;+“‘+~~ and x y. 
The last operation is perhaps the most important operation; it is the only one that 
employs ‘ J_ ‘. Thus all the definitions above apply to &flow charts with arbitrary J2 
replacing our :,gecial 0,. The idea is that for an RI-flow chart irom n to n -!-p of 
weight s, the ‘iterate’ of F, denoted Ft, identifies the ith exit with the ith begin node, 
for i=l,..., n, thus introducing ‘loops’; the result has p exits and weight s. The 
construction is more complicated than that, however, because the ith begin might be 
the ith exit and this iteration (identification) has to yield a nonterminating loop (I ). 
Worse, the first begin could be the second exit, and the secclnd begin, the first exit; 
again the iteration yields non-termination. I  general there could be a loop of length 
n from the ith begin back to the ith begin in the manner indicated and the definition 
below finds such nodes and labels them I. 
efinition 5.8. Let F = {h, a, 1) be 8 &-flow chart from n to n +p of weight s. 
Further, let 
s+n+p 
f = (W) 9 b, X;j+)n+p ):[s+n+p]-+[s+n+p] 
and factor f” to 
f”=h ~(lS+g+lp):[s+n+@j--++n+p], 
where- h: [S + n +p] + [s + u +p] and g: [u] + [n] and u is the smallest natural number 
yielding such a factorization. The iterate of F is the flow chart Ft from n to p of 
weight s + u with: 
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begin function boh:[n]-+[s+u=+-p], 
underlyinggraph (vh*,hU):[s+u]+[s+u+p]*, 
labeling function (I, I “) : [s + u] + RI, 
whereh”:[u]S,[s+~+p]*sendseachiE[U]tohE[s+U+,D]*and l”sendseach 
iE[U] to I E&. 
Now we present a signature (ranked alphabet) J2 which we use to i=onstruct 
&-flow charts for the target language &. In that alphabet we Include some of the 
symbols from the {int, Bool)-sorted signature C of Section 2. 
LZ, = {load,, storex 1 x E X} u {switch} v [J -Cint,w, 
w E{int}* 
a2 = u ~Bool.w, 
w s{int}* 
0,=0, n=0,3,4 ,... . 
This signature determines the category F on, of &-flow chiarts via Definition 5.1 
and Theorem 5.4. This is To. 
Once the opeiations and tests (In) have been interpreted in a (rational or 
continuous) algebraic theory, the interpretation of the flow charts is tmiquely 
determined by certain natural preservation properties. The mathematics of this 
interpretation is postponed to Section 7; here we provide an interpretation (it is the 
expected interpretation) of ~‘2 in SumA where A = Stk x Env (stacks cross environ- 
ments): 
Stk = [w + a], Env = [X -* Z]. 
For any set A, SumA is the algebraic theory whose morphisms from n to p consist of 
all partial functions from A x [n] to A x [p]. Uo is SumstkxEn7V.8 (See[:lO] where this 
theory is denoted [A], or [4].) Composition in SumA is function composition, 
identities are identities from Set, and tupling of n functions, fi: A + a x [p] gives 
(fl, . . . , fm) : [n] + [p] which takes (a, i j to (a)fi. For distinguished morphisms, 
(Sl) xl = &A+Ax[n], 
where c f is defined in Section 4 ((I ++ (a, i)). 
Note that we have taken stacks to be infinite to make the deiinitions simpler. For 
example we will write v1 . v2 l . , . . un l p wherti vi E Z and p E Stk to denote the stack 
whose first rt elements are vl, . . . , v,,, and whose ‘rest’ is ,D. The usual functions are 
associated with stacks: push : Stk x Z + Stk; and, pop : Stk -+ Stk x H. 
62) (P,v)push=vep, 
(S3) (0 ’ dpop = (p, 29. 
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With the identification of A with A x [ 11, the interpretation, I: 0 --) Sum, (A = 
Stk x Env), is given in 11-19 below; it assigns the expected partial function to every 
operation and test that can occur in a &-flow chart. As we mentioned above this 
uniquely determines the interpretation of every flow chart (Section 7 :. 
(I%) 
(12) 
(13) 
(P, e)(loa&I) = We l p, e) 
(v 9 P, e)(store,l) = (p, e[x/u]), 
(~1 l ~2 l p, eNwitch = (2~2 l v1 . p, e), 
forxEX, 
(P, %~) = (0 l P, 4 for C E CintJ? 
(v l p, e)(aoplI) = ((v)aopls l p, e) for aw 1 E C int.inh 
b2 l VI l P, eXaop20 = ((Vi, v2hqQs l 4% 4 for aop2 E rin:,intinb 
(P, 4(hc0 = 0 P, 4, bcs) for bc E ~Boul.hr 
(v 8 P, eKprw0 = HP, 4, (v)pqk) for prop E 2 BooLint, 
{VI 9 112 l P, e)(rM = ((p, 4, (VI, v2)reld for id fz xBool.int int * 
6. The target algebra of flow charts, T, and the compiler 
Now we ‘extract’ a G-algebra T from To as outlined in the introduction. Take 
T h=, = Tbt) = Flon,( 1,l) and T(,,=) = Flon,( 1,21, where 52 is the ranked alphabet 
introduced at the end of the last section. We make T into a G-algebra where Gis the 
context-free grammar of Section 3, and we do that by defining ope;,ations on &flow 
harts corresponding to each of the seventeen productions of G. This is the 
construction of the compiler because initiality of L gives the compile function 
(homomorphism) y : L + T. In the definitions of T’s operations below, F, Fl, F2 range 
over 7&+) = &) = #?lon,( 1,l) and P, PI, P2 range over Ttbe) = Floa,( 1,2). Thus, for 
example, in Tl 1, the operation results, is just the serial composition of two ad&my 
single entry, single exit flowcharts Fl and Fz. If Fl and Fz are the flow charts compiled 
from a statement and an arithmetic expression, respectively, then F’l will leave the 
stack as it found it and F2 will add a single value to the stack. This last statement is 8. 
fact that one could conclude from compiler correctness, but there is nothing like this 
presumed or asserted in the specification of the compiler itself. 
(W continue*= 1 1, 
(T2) (Fix := T=F 0 store,, 
(T3) (P, Fl, F2) ifthenelse~ = P 0 (FI, F2), 
CT4) (Fi, d;;b;~=Ft OFF, 
T3 (P, F)whileds T= (PQ (FO 1 I))+, 
(W 
(T7) 
(T8) 
(T9, 
CT= c, 
XT:= loadx, 
(F)aOpl T=F OaCpl, 
(& &)aop&- Fl o F2 o aop2, 
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(T1f-u (P, FI, FdCQndT= P 0 VI, F,), 
(Tll) (F1, P;;)resultT= Flo Fz, 
(7-W (F1, F2)letxT= load, 0 Fi 0 store, 0 Fz 0 switch 0 store,, 
(7’13) 
(T14) 
(TW 
(T16) 
(T17a) 
(T17b) 
be==: be, 
(F)propT= F 0 prop, 
(Fl, Fz)relT= Flo F2 0 rel, 
(P)~T=~O(&~:), 
(Pl,Pz)hT=pl”(p2,x~j, 
(pl, p2) if T--P1 ’ (d, p2)* 
7. Semantics for flow -&arts, the target theory UO 
We already have defined the target theory, UO, to be the aigebraic theory 
SumStkxEnv; we need the interpretation functor. Rather than going dlirectly from 
Flon, to SumStkxEnv it is convenient to factor that interpretation through the 
continuous algebraic theory freely generated by 0, CTa (cf. [B, 4,5,6]). Recall that 
CT&, pi consists of all IZ -tuples of countable partial trees on the ranked alphabet a9 
and variables, xi, . . e , xp; the composition operation is simultaneous ubstitution. 
The following is a variation of an important theorem first proved by Elgot [lo]. 
Theorem 7.1. There is a unique functor Un (for unfolding) from Flon, to CT0 that 
preserves maps, pairing, iteration, I, and the primitives i’2. 
Theorem 7.2 [Ii]. For any o-continuous algebraic theory 1‘ and any interpretation 
I: 0 + T there exists a unique o-continuous functor I#: CT0 -1, T that ry?serves maps, 
pairing, iteration, _i_ and the interpretation (I) of the primitives 0. 
The combination of Un from Theorem 7.1 and I# from Theorem 7.2 (with the 
interpretation I of Section 5) gives us an interpretation (unique subject to certain 
conditions) of all &flow charts; the composite Un 01# goes from Flon, to 
Sum StkxEnv* It is now a simple matter to describe the algebra L’ for the interpretation 
of the algebra of flow charts because ach of the operations of ‘r (Section 6) is defined 
in terms of operations preserved by the composite Un 0 I#. 
8. The semantic algebra for flow charts, U 
Take &aej = &Et) = SumSikxEnv (1,l) and l&.,,j = Sumstk3.Env(l, 2). ‘We make U 
into a G-algebra (one operation of appropriate arity for each production of G) by 
translating the defmition of T in Section 6. Thiis translation isI possible because each 
of the operations used in the definition, c in Section 6 (on right-hand sides) is 
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preserved by the composite Un4. In the displayed equations defining W; the 
variables 4,41 and &. range over CJ(aCaX = Utst) while p, pr and p2 range over L&j. 
KJl) 
iw 
(U3) 
(U4) 
(US) 
(UQ 
(U7) 
(Ug) 
(U9) 
(UlO) 
(Ull) 
(U12) 
(U13) 
(U 14) 
(,WL5) 
(UM 
(U17a) 
continueu= 11= Ltkx~nv, 
(4)x := u= t#b 0 (storeJ), 
(p, &, &) iftheneiseo= p 0 (#l, 421, 
(41, ~2hJ== 41 O (62, 
(p, &whiled0 u_(P”~#+ll))t, 
cu= cr, 
xu= loadJ, 
(4)aopl U= # 0 bpll), 
(#1,c62)aop2~=~10~2o(aop2I), 
(P, 41, #&or&= p 0 kh, 421, 
h#h,42)resultu=41~&2, 
(&, 62)letxu= (1oadJ) 0 & 0 (storeJ) 0 42 0 (switch0 0 (store,l), 
bcu= bcJ 
(U17b) 
(4)ProPu= 4 0 (PropI), 
(#I~ 42)rh= #lo 42 0 WO, 
(PhJ’P o <XL x3, 
h P2) ft u= PI O (P2, d), 
(Pl, P2) v u= Pl O <A p2h 
Let 4 be the restriction of the composite Un 0 I” to the carriers of ‘T. Then # is a 
G-homomorphism because of the way Uwas defined (and the pre&ervation proner- 
ties of Un 0 I#) which gives algebraic semantics to the algebra T of flow charts. 
9. The encoding from program meanings to flow chart meanings 
As the final step before the proof of the correctness of the compiler (commuting of 
(*)) we must define the function E fr!Jrn M to U. In particular we must define e, for 
s E {(ae), (St), (be)}. The proof that (*) commutes then amounts to proving that E 
is in fact a homomorphism. This is accomplished in the next section. We recall the 
types of e- 
E (St) : &St, = [Env -0+ Env] + Ubtj. = [Stk x Env -o-+ Stk x Env], 
E (ae) : M(ae) = [Env -o+ Env X Z] + U<ae) = [Stk X Env -o+ Stk x Env], 
E (be) : M(be) = [ Env --o-, Env x [ 2]‘j - a Qbe:, = [Stk X Env --CM Stk x Env x [2]]. 
The definition of the bottom line is now given by the following. 
iw w&t) = lmc x T, 
032) ia iE(ae) = (lstk x a) 0 [or, r3, 7r2] 0 (pnsh x I&, 
(Phbe) = htk x 6 
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10. The correctness proof: E is a ho orghis 
To emphasize again the main point made by Morris in 1973 and, we believe, 
carried to fruition here, the correctness proof for the compiler ((*) commutes) .1ow 
reduces to seventeen little proofs or lemmas; one lemma for each opera&n E of G 
(Section 3). We must prove that c is a homomorphism, i.e., that 
((Y Iv. 0. 9 yd6M)E = ((Yl)&, l l * 9 ht)&_J 
for each of the seventeen instances of 5 as given in Ml--M17. 
‘This proof process has some very intriguing aspects. The proofs of the lemmas are 
all equational, each line being justified by some previous line, some definition 
(Ml-M17, Ul-U17 and Bl-B3) or some fact about the operations involved in those 
definitions. We divide these latter facts into three groups: 
(E) Properties of the underlying data type. 
(F) Properties of the ‘storage’ operations (push, fetch,, etc). 
(G) Properties of the set-theoretic operators like composition, identities, tupling, 
sum and product. 
Even though we make the advice that all properties of the underlying data type(s) 
be included in the specification of the language (El-E27), we will hxe no need for 
these facts in connection with the proof of compiler correctness. Presumably 
program correctness and program transformation in the proposed style would use 
properties of this first kind. 
. 
The second kind of justification will depend on the particular kind ob mathematical 
semantics givei, for the languages (source and target). In our case we must relate 
functions like those associated with load,, store,, switch, with those used in the 
semantics of AM like fetch, and assign,. Each of the assertions in this group has a 
simple set-theoretic proof, depending, in part, on properties of the third kind (G). 
The first nine (El-F9) are reformulations of the definition of the interpretation 
function I (1149). In the latter case we chose to give ‘argument-value’ presentations 
of the meanings of the flow chart primitives because such are much simpler and 
clearer than the alternative ‘closed form’ presentations below. However, we can 
equationally manipulate these closed form characterizations, something we could 
not do with 11-19. And it is the equational (algebraic) proof methoo that we are 
aiming for in the details of the correctness argument. 
VU 
WI 
CF3) 
** 
(F41 
(F3 
loadJ= (lstk x fetch,! 0 [VI, ~3, Cl* (push x h-d, 
storeJ= (pop x 1~~“) 0 [rrr , ~3, ~210 &k X assign,), 
switchl= (pop x li+) * (pop X 1 E~E~,J 
0 [WI, ~39 712, ml 0 (push x 1~4 0 (pushx Lnv), 
Cl= (hc X CsX hv) O (push x b), 
aopll= (pop X lu,,J * (1Stk x mph X bd o (push X lo& 
aop21’= (pop x Lb) 0 (pop X 1.~ XLJ 
* (1Stk x a@S x lErrv ) 0 (push x LA 
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(F7! 
(Fg! 
(F9! 
bd= 1 StkxEnv x bCs, 
prOpI= (pop x l&v) o [VI9 n3, w2] ’ (1StkxEnv X props!, 
reb (pop :g f&v) ’ (pap x b&v! ’ [% v3, w2, d o (btCxEnvx r&!- 
FX! push O pop = 1 StlrxH, 
(FXa! Cm, ~3, ~210 (push X lunv) c1 (pop X HEW) O [*I, 723, &I = 1Stkx SnvxEg 
The last are the most interesting properties for they are general and, in effect, 
category theoretic. Presumably the set of these equations is pretty sma 
_ keep changing with difierent languages or styles. This suggests the plausibility of 
Mosses’ approach to ‘making denotational semantics less concrete’, [25,26]. 
GO! lA”f=f=f”l*, 
Cl! (fog!oh=fokh!, 
W! (fxg!xh==fQxh!, 
(G3! ~AX~~=~AXB 
(641 
(64 
IAX(f og)=!lAXf!“(lAXg), 
(fxg)o(hxk)=(foh)x(gok), 
035) (fx~C)o(fBXg)=fXg=(~A~g!o(f~~~). 
(Cl) 
a! 
C3! 
(C4! 
KS! 
lA x ‘p := &fXB, 
1A x (f, g! = ;lA xf, 1A x g!, 
lAX(f+g)=(lAXf)+(lAXg), 
1A Xf+ = (1A x/37, 
(f,g)“h=(foh,goh!. 
The following identities are necessary for permuting arguments for functions, i.e., 
manipulating tuples of projection functions. 
(PI) [WI, W2,. . . ,7rJ= 1. 
Let 4, r: [n]+ [n] be permutations of [n]. 
(P3! 1A x [plq, r2q, l 9 ’ 9 1 ’ 
For monadic functions fi: Ai + Bi there is a convenient general rule for permuting 
arguments: 
P4! (fl x l l l X fn) 0 [?rlq, . . . , TM]= [Tlq, . . l 9 flt~~l O (flq x l ’ ’ xfnqJ* 
But when the functions involved have Cartesian products for sources anA /or targets, 
+hen the corresponding scheme has a very complicated statement. Below we list the 
special cases of that general scheme which we will need in proofs to follow. Assume 
f;::Ai+..Bi, C’Z +C, g:Cl:xt,TpD and h:C+i~xD~. 
(P4a! (fl xf2xc! O h, w3, nzl=fr xc xf2, 
Wb! (g ><fi xf2! 0 [VI, ~3 9 77-21= Lm, p21 -49 v3f O (g xf2 Xfl!, 
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P4c) (fi x g xf2) O rm, n-3, m2l= I$?: w4, 712, v31 O (fl xf2 w, 
U’W Cfixf2xg) E O WI, 7r3, m23 = hl, ‘V3, w4, m3 O (fl x g xf2h 
(P4e) [rl, ~3, Q]O (h xfi xf2) = (h xf&) 0 [VI, ~2, ~4, 5?31r 
PM Cm, ~3, ml 0 (fi x 1: xfd = (fl xfi x h) 0 hm, ~3, ~4, ~21, 
(P4g) [WI, ~3, ?rz]o (f~ xfz x h) = (fi x h xfi) 0 h, ~4, ~29 ~31m 
To save space in displaying the prcofs we will abbreviate the isomorphism 
rmq9 . . . . v&j with the sequence [lq . l - ES] which will not need commas since 
n < 10 (thank goodness). In addition we will abbreviate Stk, EW and Z by S, E and 2 
respectively. Use of associativity 0 f 0 (Gl) and of x (C2) will not be mentioned 
explicitly in the proofs. 
Now we proceed with the 17 (actually 18 because A and v are treated separately) 
proofs. Each proof will be a line-by-line proof with justifications (on the right) 
coming from previous facts and definitions. Observe the form; they begin with the 
definition in M, the definition of E (B 1,2,3), and then the various facts. In the middle 
we are justifying what at times seem to be tediously manipulative steps; this is 
particularly true in proofs (9), (12) and (IS), and in them, in a.pplications of (FX), 
(FXa) and (P4a-P4g). The proofs conclude with the definition, (again) of e and of 
operations in U. 
(1) (confinuedqst) = (l~h) (Ml) 
=lsxlE (BI) 
= ISxE (G3) 
= continueu. u-J1) 
(2) ((a jx :=M)qst) = (a~ Gassignx jqst) 042) 
= 1s X (CU 0assign,) (BI) 
= (ls x a) * [132] 0 [132] 0 <ls x assign,) (G4) 
= (Is x a) 0 [132] 0 (push X I,) 0 (pop X IE) 
=[132]o(lsxassign,) (FXa) 
= (1s x a) 0 [132] 0 (push x 1E) 0 (store,) (F2) 
= 0 &(ae) O (ctoreJ) ( ) (B2) 
= ((a )E(& jX ‘=u. NJZ) 
(3) ((p, ~1, ~2)ifthenelse&(,t) “= (P 0 (71, d)~t) (M3) 
=: Is x (J3 O hr 7”2)) (Bu 
=; :Is x P) O us x h,72H (G4) 
=: (1,c x p) 0 (1s x 71, 1s x r2) (C2) 
=: (@)E(be) O (t~l)&(s*), !72)E(st)l (Bl, 3) 
= ((p)E (b&r (G (st), (72b istj N*ftheneh.~8 (U3) 
(4) ((71, ~2hfh) = h 0 72)~) (M4) 
= 1s x (71 o 72) (BI) 
= (Is x 71) O Us x 721 (G4) 
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. = (71)E (!a) o (?2)& (St) W) 
= ((Tl)~(s*), tnht>h.T~ WJ4) 
(5) (i(p, ~l)whiledo&(,t) = ((p 0 (7 + l~j;+:qst) 
= 1,s x (FI 0 (7+ l&)+ 
= (1s x (B * (7 + lEN+ 
= (US x PI * (1s x (7 + lEN+ 
= ((1s x 6) * ((1s x 7) + (1s x 1EW 
= ((1s x p) * ((Is x 7) + lsxE))+ 
= ((B)g<be> * Wqst) + 1axs))t 
= W c(be) * w%t) + LN+ 
= ((P )E (w, (de (st) )whiledo~s 
63 (~Mhqae) = K5 x CS)E(ae) 
= (Is x lE x c& 0 [132] 0 (push x lE) 
= (1.4’ x es x lE) 0 (push x lE) 
=cl 
= QT. 
(W 
(Bl) 
(C4) 
(G4) 
CC39 
(G3) 
0% 3) 
KJl) 
W5) 
(M6) 
032) 
(P4a) 
(F3) 
(W 
(7) (x&&; = (f~tchxjE(pe) 
= (1s x fetch,) 0 [132] 0 (push x lE) 
= 1oadJ 
= Xng- 
(8) Waopl dbj = b 0 (1 F x aopL$q,,) 
=(lsx(~o(1E~aopls)))~[132]~(pushx1~) 
= (Is x a) 0 (1s x ?E x aopls) 0 [132] * (push Y 1~) 
= (I, x CU) 0[132] 3 (lS x aopls x lE) * (push K 1~) 
=(lsxcu)o[132]~(pushx1&(popx1~) 
0 (1s x aopls x 1E) * (push x 1E) 
=(a&_) o(popx l&(l~xaopl~x IE)*(~xIS~X 1~) 
= (~JEw 0 (aopll) 
= kkBeMvl V* 
(M7) 
032) 
(Fl) 
(U7) 
WW 
032) 
G4) 
(P4) 
(F2) 
032) 
tm 
(UN 
(9) th ~2)aop2Mhe) 
~=(~~~0((~~~1~)0[132]0(1~xaop2s))s~,,~ 
~=(lsx(~~~(~2xlz)~[l32]~(1,-xaop2~)))~[132]*(push~1~) 
z= (1s x (cy* r, (tIY2 x lz))) * (1s x6132]) o(1, x 1E x ?rop2s) 
0 [I321 0 (push x 1~) 
:=(1sx(~10(~2x lz)))o[1243]~(lsx1~xaop2~) 
0 [132] 0 (push x 1~) 
= (ls x (CYI 0(cyz x lz))) 0 [1243] Q 113421 
0 (Is x aop2s x 1,) * (push x 1~) 
:=(lsx(aIo(a2x lZ)))o[1432]~(lsxac~p2sx lE)*(pushX 1~) 
:= (Is x (CQ 0 (C)I* x lz))) 0 [1432] 0 (push x lz x 1~) 0 (pop x 1~ x 1~) 
0 (IS x aop2s x l&I * Cpush x 1~) 
W) 
032) 
@4) 
(P3) 
PW 
m 
OW 
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= (lS x (a1 0 (a2 x lz))) 0 1143210 (push x lz x lE) 0 (push x lE) 
0 (pop x 1E) 0 (pop x 12 x I& 
0 (1, x aop2s x 1E) 0 (push x &) (r;lX) 
= (1, x (cq 0 icy2 x lx))) 0 ,‘1432] 3(push x 1~ x 1~) 
0 (push x lE) 0 (aop24) iF69 
=(lSxa1)~(lsxa2xlz)o[1432]o(pushx1~~l~) 
0 (push x 1~) 0 (aop21) iG49 
=(lSx~1)~~1S~~2~1Z)~[1423]o[1243] 
0 (push x lz x lE) 0 (push x l,-) 0 {aop2I) (Pa 
=(lSxar1)o[132]o(lSxl~xcy+[1243] 
0 (push x lz x 1,) 0 (push x lE) 0 Ilaop21) ip4g9 
= (Is x cyl) 0 [132] 0 (Hs x 12 x cy2) 0(pushx 1~ x 1~) 
0 [132] 0 (push B: I& 0 (aop21) iP4b9 
=(lsxcu1)~[132]~(push~:l~)~(l~wr~)~[132] 
0 (push x 1 E) 0 (aop2P) iG69 
= iia19qaeJ9 O iia29qae>9 ObP219 w9 
= ib19&(ae), i~29r:(ae)9wQU* iu99 
(109 ii& al, ~29cmb9qae) 
= @ O iwr t3299Qae) (Ml09 
=(lsx(po‘i~~~~2)))~[132]~ipushXlE) W) 
=ilsxp9oilsx( (~l,a2990 [132loipushx 1E) ((349 \ 
= ilsxP9°ilsx al, lsxa2)o[f32]o(pushXlE) ic29 
=(lsxp)o((l,xa~)o[132]oipi>ushxfE9,ils~~29 ’ 
0 [132] 0 (push x 1E)) 0) 
= iP9qbe) O iim9qae;s i~29qaeJ (B2,3)1 
= (iP)E(be), idQ3e), i~29qae)lcOndU. ww 
(11) ir, cu)resuIt~ = (7 O a)&&_) iMU 
= ;ls X (7 0 a)) 0 [132] 0 (push X 1,) 032) 
= (Is x 7) 0 (Is xa) 0 [132] 0 (push x 1E) iG4) 
= tT)E(at) O ia)S(ae) iBL29 
= ii~9Q~), ia)E(a=)9resub iUlJ.9 
(I29 ((al, ~29lefGd9E(ad 
= (fetch, 0 ((al 0 assignx * ~29 X1~9 
0 [132] 0 (assign,, x lZ))E(ae) iMU 
= Is x (fetch, 0 ((arl 0 assignx 0 ad X 1~9 
0[132]o(assign, x 1~))0[132]o(push Y 1~9 (B2) 
= (Is xfetch,) 0 (fS :K (al 2 assignx 0cy2) X1~110 [124%! 
0 (ls~assign, xlZ))o[132]o(pushxl~) (G4, P3) 
= (ls x fetch,) 0 (Is :X (al 0 assign, 0 cy2) Xl&b 0 [1243i 
0 [14:!3]0 ;lsxz x assign,) 0 (push X 1~9 (P4c, 63) 
= (IS x fetch,) 0 (Is x (al 0 assignx 0LYZ) X1~9 0Cl3241 
0 (lSxz x assign,) 0 (push x 1~) (P2) 
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= (ls xfetch,) 0 (a, x ial 0 assign, 0 a2) x 12) 0 r13241 
0 (push x lE,& 0 (IS x assign,) (GW 
= (ls x fetch,) 0 (1s x (arIo arssigrl z 0 a& 1~) 0 E1324I 
0 (push x lE:,:.Z) 0 j13210 (pushx 1~) 
0 (pop x lE) 3 [132Jo (1s x assign,) (GO, FXa) 
=(lsxfetch,)o(lsx(a!l 0 mign, OM)X~Z) 
~[1324]~(gu~hxltixz)o[132] 
0 (pu~b x i,/_ ) ; &tore,i) (F2) 
= (lS x fetch,) 0 (1s x (al 0 assign, 0 Q) x 1~) 0 113241 
0 [1243] 0 (push x lzx~j 0 (push x lE) 0 (store& (G3, P4b) 
= (lS xfetch,) 0 (1s x (arl c assign, 0 EYZ) ):1~) 
0 [1342] 0 (push x lzx~ ) 0 (push x lE) 0 (store,I? m 
= (lS x fetch,) 0 [132]0 (push x 1~) 0 (pop x 1~) 
0 [132] 0 (Is x (a1 0 assign, 0 a~) x 1~) 
0 [1342] 0 (push x lZxE ) 0 (push .x lE) 0 (store& (GO, FXa) 
=(IoadJ)o(popx lE)~[132]~(l~x(cw+wignl o&x 13) 
0 [ 134210 (push x 1 ZxE) 0 (push x lE) 0 !?rwreJ) (Fl) 
= (EoadJ) 3 (pop ::;’ 1’;;) 0 (lsxz k (arl 0 assignx 0 IYZ)) 
0[1342]0[1342]o(pushxl ZxE) 0 (push x lE) 0 (storeJ) (P4f) 
= (load,I) 0 (pop x 1~) 0 (lsxz :,( (al 0 assignx 0 cy2)) 
0 [1423] 0 (push x 1 z & 0 (push x 1 E) 0 (store,I) 
= (IoadJ) 0 (1s x (~~10 assignx a cy2)) 0(pop x lo,& 
~[1423]0 (push x 1 z KE) 0 (push x lE) 0 (s:oreJ) 
= (IoadJ) 0 (1s x al) 0 (1s x assign,) 0 (1s x cy2) 
0 (pop x 1ExZ) 0 [142>3] 
0 (push x lZxE) 0 (push x l,-) e (store,l) 
= (load,l) 0 (1s x tul) 0 [132] 0 (push x 1~) 0 (pop x 1E) 
#32]~(lsxassign,)o(lsxa2) 
0 (pop x 1ExZ) 0 [14Z!3] O (push x 1ZxE) 
0 (push x lE) 0 (store:J) 
= (loa&!) 0 (a 1)~ taej 0 (storeJ) 0 (IS x cy2) 0 (pop X &z) 
0 [ 142310 (push x 1 zxE) 0 (push x 1~) 0 (star-e,I) 
= (1oadJ) 0 &)qae) 0 (store& 0 (1s x a~) 0 [132] 
~(pushxl,)o(pop:l~lE)~[132]~(pOpx1~x~) 
0 1142310 (push x 1 Zx~) 0 (push x 1~) 0 (store,l) 
= (loadA 0 Muse) 0 (store& 0 (LY~)E~~~) 0 (pop x 1E) 0 [132] 
0 (popx lExZ) 0 [14:!3]0 (push x lz,cE) 
0 (push x 1~) 0 (store,J) 
= (loadd’) 0 (t~&q~~) 0 (stored’) 0 b2hd 0 (poipx 1~) 
0 (pop x lzxE) 0 [l:!LC3j 0 [1423] 
0 (push x lzxE) 0 (push x 1~) 0 (storeJ) 
= (load,l) *’ (cQ)E~& ’ (store,at) ’ bZb(& ’ (pop x IE) 
olpopxlzx~~o[1324) 
0 (push x Iz& 0 (push x 1~) 0 (storeJ) 
(G4) 
CFXa) 
032, F2) 
(FXa) 
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= (load& 0 (ar l)q,,) 0 (store& 
0 &)qae) 0 (switchI) 0 (storeJ) 
= (hhe), (Q2k (ae) Mtxu. 
(13) (bc&(t,e) = (1~ xh)qw 
=lsxl~Xbcs 
=lSxExbcs 
= bcI 
= bcr, 
(14) ((~)profkf)%e) = (a ’ (1~ ’ pq?S)hbd 
= ls x (a 0 (1~ XpqkN 
=(lsx~)o(~sxl~XpropSj 
= (Is x a) 0 [132] 0 [132] 0 (IS x 1~ x props) 
= (Is xc+[132,] 0 (pushx 1~) 0 (pop x 1~) 
0 [132]0 (Is x lE xprops) 
= ((Y)E(ae) 0 (POP x lE) 0 [13210 us x b XP~OP~ 
= (+(a~) O (prop0 
= (WE (ee))PrOPu- 
(1% ((al, ~&ehd~(be) 
= (a1 0 (a2 x lz) 0 [132]0 x &))e<be) 
= lsx(ar10((r2~1~)~[132]~(l~xreXs)) 
=(l,px(~~~(~2x1z)))~(1~~[1321)~~ (1sx~Xrebd 
=(l,sx(~1 ( 0 a2x lz)))~[1243]~(l~x~xrel~) 
=(l~xa~)o(lsxcQ x lz) 0 [1243]0 (lsx~ xreld 
=(lsx~1)~[132]o(pushxl~)~(popXl~) 
0 [132]0 (1s X&Y~X lz) 0 [124310 (1~ xrels) 
= Ql &(ae) ( 1 ~(pop~lE)~[~32]~(ls~~2~~z) 
0 [1243] 0 (lsx.e x rels) 
= ((Y&(ae) O (pop x 1E) O (lsxz x(x2) O lw21 
0 Cl24310 (lsx~ xrels) 
= bl)E !ae) O (pop x 1E) O (lsxz -2) 
0 [1324] 0 (LE x rels) 
= (xl E(ae) ( 1 O (1s x a2) O (pop x 1ExZ) 
0 f1324] 0 (1~5 x rels) 
= (aI)& 0 (1s X CYZ) 0 [132] 0 (push X 1E) 
0 (pop X 1E) * [132] 
Q (popx ~ExZ)~[1324]o(l~x~Xrels) 
= (cY*)t?(a& O (CYZ)E{ae) O (POP x lE) O /c132l 
0 (POP x lExZ) 0 [1324] Q LE x&b 
z (CY&?(@ o (a2b(ac) O (POP x lE) O (POP’ lZxE) 
0[1243]0[1324]o(l~~~Xrel~) 
z (Qf lk (ae) o(CY2)E(ae)"~pOpX 1E) 
0 (popx lz,&[1423]o (1sx~xrels) 
(F3) 
Wl2) 
(h/113) 
033) 
G3) 
(F7) 
(Ul3) 
(Ml4) 
(B3) 
(G4) 
(P2! 1) 
VW 
032) 
(F’N 
Wl4) 
(n/m) 
(J32) 
((34) 
(P3) 
(@g 
(FXa) 
032) 
Wf) 
(Pa 
G6) 
(FXa) 
(B2) 
(P4e) 
(pa 
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= h)qae) O (CY2k(ae) O wa 
= (((Yl)E(a+ (~2k(ae)h1U- 
0% 
ww 
(16) ((P)lME(be) = (p ’ h2, dkbe) 
= 1s x (P (’ (42,d) 
=(lSq3)01sx(c*v 11) ’ 
= &be) ’ I:& x 42), h3 x &I)) 
= @(be) o f.x;, xf) 
= @(be)) ‘--I U* 
(fh) ((@I, $2) A Mhbe) = (Pi ’ 619 P2hd 
= 1;s x (PI ” (c1,P2N 
-= (IS x p1-i O 1s x h I32) 
= @l)E(het O Us x 4 L9 1s x P2) 
= (&)E(&) ’ (1s x &I, (P2hbe)) 
= (&)QI~~) ’ 66, @2k(be)) 
= ((,@l)E !be), -@2k (be)) * tJ 
07W ((PIY p2) V M)E(be) = (Pl O (P2, ~2hbr) 
= 1s x (Pl O uJ2, b2)) 
= us x Pl) O 1s x (P2, b2) 
= t&h (be) ’ (1, x p2, 1s x h2) 
= i&h~(be) ’ (@2h!be), 1s x 42) 
= (Pl)‘~<be, = ((PZ)E(be)r d> 
= ((Plk(be), @Zk(br)) v U 
ww 
(B2) 
Cm 
u329C2) 
(Cl, w 
W‘16) 
(M17a) 
(B2) - 
VW 
U32, C2) 
032) 
61, w 
(U17a) 
(M17b) 
(B2) 
G2) 
(B2, C2) 
(B2) 
61, Cl) 
JJl7b) 
11. Conclusion 
The eighteen proofs, yielding the homomorphism property of E, turned out to be 
considerably onger and more: cumbersome than we had expected. But they are 
equational and we believe *that we have isolated the properties used for the 
correctness proof. That list olF properties i itself somewhat ofa motley assortment 
and we feel that it can and should be cleaned up. We hope, however, that the reader 
will recognize that something very ditierent is going on in that the compiler 
correctness is being developed in8 machine checkable equational framework despite 
those rough edges. 
Perhaps it is typical of det:,riEed and exhaustive correctness efforts, but the process 
r f carrying out the 18 proof:; with unflinching detail uncovejred several errors in the 
preceding definitions. This was particularly true of the more difficult (more lengthy) 
proofs involving the more +mplex definitions: 9,12, and 15. These proofs pointed to 
errors in the source definiGon of binary arithmetic operation evaluation (M9), of 
the block construct (M12), and in the definition of ‘switchl’ in terms of pop and 
push (F9). 
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Note also the important fact that the 18 proofs are independent; that is, 
each programming feature is analysed independently of the others. So long a~ the 
language can be extended within the semantic definition of Section 4, that 
extension can be checked without consideration of the rest of the correctness 
proof. 
We hope, in the future, to carry out such extensions; even to classify what 
extensions are possible. Also, if the extension requires new semantic domains for the 
denotational semantics of the language (the carriers of Iw) we hope that there will be 
a uniform way to carry over the proofs already done. 
Finally, we hope to carry out the same kind of algebraic arguments with alternative 
semantic definitions; alternatives to # (compile) and alternatives to 8 (source 
semantics). Qne would hope also to find translations of the flow chart language 
so that correctness of a composite translation would be obtained by ‘pasting’ com- 
muting squares together. 
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